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Fighting For Queen And Country
Devoted to birds and wildlife since childhood, Mark’s
early scientific research at Oxford, Aberdeen and the
RSPB provided a solid background for his management,
ambassadorial, and political lobbying activities which
were to follow – and his larger than life, yet quietly
humane personality has provided the final tools in his
own, unique, nature conservationists’ toolbox. In this
book, Mark mixes a great many stories from his
professional life at the RSPB with personal anecdotes
and passionate arguments on past and present issues in
bird and nature conservation. He shows us something of
the many scientists whose work paves the way for
conservation action, places domestic conservation into
an international context, takes us behind the scenes to
glimpse the politicians who have worked with him, or
against him, along the way. Mark leaves us armed with
practical tips and a guiding philosophy to take wildlife
conservation though the troubled years that lie ahead. A
personal, philosophical and political history of 25 years of
bird conservation, this book provides an instructive and
amusing read for all those who would like a glimpse into
the birds and wildlife conservation world – what the
issues are, what must be done, how it can be done, and
the challenges, highs and lows involved.
Explains the structure of the feudal society, describes the
rise of economic life and tells of the impact of
Commodore Perry's arrival in 1853. Bibliographical notes
The narrative also considers how war quickly became
industrialised, how soldiers became instruments of
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foreign policy, and how battlefields grew in size, scale
and diversity of climate until the world powers finally
turned on each other in the blood-soaked mud of
Flanders fields during the First World War. It ends with
the mechanisation of weapons and nations in the
Second World War, which claimed the lives of tens of
millions of combatants and civilians. By then the rise of
air power had eroded the notion of the fighting man.
Everyone - whether soldier or civilian - was now within
reach of enemy bombs and guns. What was once the
relatively safe home front became the extended frontline.
1857: Colonial India is a simmering volcano of
nationalism about to erupt. Army surgeon Peter
Campbell and his wife Alice, in India on their
honeymoon, have no idea that they are about to be
swept up in the chaos. Ian Steele, known to all as
Captain Samuel Forbes, is fighting for Queen and
country in Persia. A world away, the real Samuel Forbes
is planning to return to London -- with potentially
disastrous consequences for Samuel and Ian both. Then
Ian is posted to India, but not before a brief return to
England and a reunion with the woman he loves. In India
he renews his friendship with Peter Campbell, and
discovers that Alice has taken on a most unlikely role.
Together they face the enemy and the terrible
deprivations and savagery of war -- and then Ian
receives news from London that crushes all his hopes...
Paul Fraser Collard's Jack Lark series continues with
The Last Legionnaire, which sees Jack marching into the
biggest battle Europe has ever known. Fans of Bernard
Cornwell hero Richard Sharpe and Simon Scarrow's
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Britannia will delight in the fast pace and vivid storytelling
of Jack's fifth adventure. 'Enthralling' - The Times Jack
Lark has come a long way since his days as a gin palace
pot boy. But can he surrender the thrill of freedom to
return home? London, 1859. After years fighting for
Queen and country, Jack walks back into his mother's
East End gin palace a changed man. Haunted by the
horrors of battle, and the constant fight for survival, he
longs for a life to call his own. But the city - and its
people - has altered almost beyond recognition, and
Jack cannot see a place for himself there. A desperate
moment leaves him indebted to the Devil - intelligence
officer Major John Ballard, who once again leads Jack to
the battlefield with a task he can't refuse. He tried to
deny being a soldier once. He won't make the same
mistake again. Europe is about to go to war. Jack Lark
will march with them.
Books 1 -3 of the gripping Paddy Regan thrillers in the
CodeName: Orcus series in one boxset. Book#1 Desert
OverWatch. A 1990 deployment to Iraq, in the build-up to
the first Gulf War turns deadly. Sergeant James Regan
wants nothing more than to be at home with his family.
After nearly two decades of putting his life on the line
fighting for Queen and country, he has decided it's time
to quit the Royal Marines, he just has to make it home.
Corporal Roger Morgan hates life in the corps and uses
alcohol to take the edge off. A downed coalition aircraft
brings the two men together while behind enemy lines on
a mission to track and destroy Iraqi SCUD missile
launchers. Old rivalry surfaces amid the danger, tension
and stress of life behind enemy lines. Was it passion,
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jealousy or fear that turned a Royal Marine into a
calculating, cold-blooded murderer? Book #2 The British
FrontLine The Russian Mafia picked the wrong girl to
abduct. Now Paddy is hunting on British soil, and they
are his prey. The dark forces of the Russian Mafia have
launched an assault on the underworld of British society,
and the very people tasked with the protection of British
Isles, are colluding with the Mafia's hostile intent. Used
to fighting to keep his country safe, Royal Marines
Sergeant Patrick (Paddy) Regan, realises there is a war
being fought in Great Britain. This brutal conflict is being
waged between the Russian Mafia and Britain's
organised crime. The rot caused by the Russian Mob's
toxic regimen of bribery, intimidation, and violence has
reached the very top of Mi5, the British secret service.
What Paddy wants most is to find and rescue his young
half-sister, Susie. He knows the Russian Mob abducted
her and he's getting zero help from the authorities. He
deserts from the Royal Marines, determined to track her
down and kill those responsible for taking her. Calling on
skills honed in Northern Ireland, Iraq and Afghanistan, he
infiltrates their organisation and begins its destruction
from within. Book #3 The Namibian Offensive A
wounded sniper. A mission for revenge. But does he
have the skill to take down his most dangerous enemy?
Leicester, UK. Royal Marine deserter Paddy Regan
swears vengeance against the Russian Mafia. Enraged
by his parents' savage murders, Regan organizes a rulebreaking rampage to shut down the cruel organization,
even if he has to resort to torture. So when the gangsters
attempt to rob and kill innocents at an amusement
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arcade, he seizes the chance to execute every last one...
But with news of his estranged fiancée's kidnapping by
Namibian rebels, Regan and his team must shift their
sights on her rescue by infiltrating a terrorist base. As the
onslaught of bloody violence in sex trafficking, blackmail
and murder escalates, Regan's forced to deploy his
heavy weaponry to end the enemy's brutal exploits. Will
Regan and his team perish in a hail of bullets before he
can claim another Russian scalp? If you like Lee Child's
Jack Reacher, David Baldacci's Amos Decker, and
Robert Ludlum's Jason Bourne, you won't be able to put
down Thomas J Eyre's compulsively addictive
CodeName Orcus series. .
The official monthly record of United States foreign
policy.
Well-known playwright and acerbic wit, John Osborne
was a man of trenchant opinions which he was unafraid
to express. Ranging from his infamous 1961 letter to
Tribune which provides the book with its title to columns
written in the last decade of his life, the prose on offer
here bear witness to the rage, fury - and great
tenderness - that inspired so much of his work.
Reproduction of the original: True Words For Brave Men
by Charles Kingsley
In the the early 1970s in Belfast, many young members
of loyalist youth gangs known as 'Tartans' converged
with fledgling paramilitary groups such as the Red Hand
Commando, Ulster Volunteer Force, and Young Citizen
Volunteers.
Nick Kane is a man with nothing to lose, and everything
to prove. A model soldier fighting for queen and country,
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it seemed nothing could stop him becoming one of the
very top officers. But that was then, and this is now.
Injured in a bomb blast on reconnaissance in Iraq, he's
forced out of the army and into the quiet life. But after a
year in civvies rebuilding his life and his relationship with
his family, things for Nick are looking up--that is, until he
finds out that his old army buddy Ben is dead. Word is
that he took his own life, but Nick knows that Ben had
everything to live for, and when he starts to question the
circumstances of his friend's death, he discovers that
there are people who will stop at nothing to cover up the
terrifying truth. Explosive and gripping, "Devil to Pay" is
the electrifying new action thriller from bestselling author
Ross Kemp.
Now in paperback, Ross's biography is already
established as the leading authority on its subject. >
An anthology of 40 speeches by President Ronald Reagan,
Vice President George Bush, and Secretary of State George
Shultz. Taken together they represent a comprehensive
accounting of the Reagan administration's foreign policy: the
principles on which it is based, its goals and purposes, the
plans and programs by which it has been advanced, and the
progress it has made toward achieving its goals. The
addresses cover each of the regions of the world and the
major foreign policy initiatives undertaken by the Reagan
administration.
Spud Ely's SAS career has taken him into some of the most
deadly, high-octane, violent battles ever. From the Falklands
to the Persian Gulf, he has been in the very centre of some of
the most ferocious fighting scenes modern history has
witnessed. Armed to the hilt with the most up-to-date, hi-tech
military machinery and his highly-toned fighting skills, Ely is
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truly a force to be reckoned with. In this volume, he has
collected his most memorable experiences into a dossier of
warfare. He has also collected testimonials from his fellow
SAS operatives to paint an accurate, controversial picture of
what really happened during the blood-thirsty Falklands
conflict.
The gods of Claygora are angry. A new religion has taken
hold in their country, and it is ignoring them. They’ve issued
an ultimatum—either the new cult is destroyed, or Claygora
will fall. Yet this prophecy is shared by the upstart believers,
who foretell that their own religion must thrive for their
civilization to endure. The queen has already massacred
thousands of innocent believers, so in return, the upstart cult
plots her overthrow. A small group of men, hidden away in a
bordello, devise a plan. But are they serious or is their life
there too easy? In this ancient world of opulence, royalty,
prostitutes, slaves, and philosophers, life and love are hard to
hold. One devout follower, Lex, strong, convincing, resolute,
and oft distracted by handsome young men, realizes he’s the
only one with a chance to save his country.
Spud Ely's SAS career has taken him into some of the most
deadly, high-octane, violent battles ever. From the Falklands
to the Persian Gulf, he has been in the center of the most
ferocious fighting scenes in modern history. Here he has
collected shocking testimonials from his fellow SAS
operatives to paint the first accurate, controversial picture of
what really happened during the bloodthirsty Falklands
conflict.
The Boer War took place between 1899 and 1902, just 15
years before the start of the First World War. Some 180,00
Britons , mainly volunteers , traveled 6,000 miles to fight and
die in boiling conditions on the veld and atop ‘kopjes’. Of the
over 20,000 who died more than half suffered enteric, an
illness consequent on insanitary water. This book will act as
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an informative research guide for those seeking to discover
and uncover the stories of the men who fought and the
families they left behind. It will look in particular at the kind of
support the men received if they were war injured and that
offered to the families of the bereaved. Some pensions were
available to regular soldiers and the Patriotic Fund, a
charitable organization , had been resurrected at the
beginning of the conflict. However for those who did not fit
these categories the Poor Law was the only support available
at the time. The book will explore a variety of research
materials such as: contemporary national and local
newspapers; military records via websites and directly
through regimental archives; census, electoral, marriage and
death records; records at the National Archives including the
Book of Wounds from the Boer War, the Transvaal Widows’
Fund and others.
'One of Australia's best historical fiction authors' Canberra
Weekly Peter Watt brings to the fore all the passion,
adventure and white-knuckle battle scenes that made his
beloved Duffy and Macintosh novels so popular. It is 1857.
Colonial India is a simmering volcano of nationalism about to
erupt. Army surgeon Peter Campbell and his wife Alice, in
India on their honeymoon, have no idea that they are about to
be swept up in the chaos. Ian Steele, known to all as Captain
Samuel Forbes, is fighting for Queen and country in Persia. A
world away, the real Samuel Forbes is planning to return to
London - with potentially disastrous consequences for
Samuel and Ian both. Then Ian is posted to India, but not
before a brief return to England and a reunion with the
woman he loves. In India he renews his friendship with Peter
Campbell, and discovers that Alice has taken on a most
unlikely role. Together they face the enemy and the terrible
deprivations and savagery of war - and then Ian receives
news from London that crushes all his hopes... PRAISE FOR
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THE QUEEN'S TIGER 'Watt has a true knack for producing
captivating historical adventures filled with action, intrigue and
family drama' Canberra Weekly

October 22nd 2004: Sterling Wells is on the front line in
Iraq fighting for Queen and country. 10 Years Later:
Sterling Wells begins his new life as a secret agent.
Trouble in Europe gives Sterling Wells his first mission.
Greek unemployment is at an all-time high. In 2008, the
financial crash obliterated the Greek economy and it has
yet to recover. Right-wing populism has taken over
politics across Europe and in Greece it 's a real risk to
democracy. One radical group in particular poses a real
threat to the governing of the country. Days away from a
coup, something must be done to stop the Greek
revolution. With Britain's place in Europe uncertain, the
British government covertly volunteer to help Greece at
this moment of crisis. Sterling Wells is flown in to try and
stop the home of democracy from being overthrown by
the daughter of a former Mafia boss.
From Army cadets on Merseyside to action in the
Falklands and Northern Ireland Edward Denmark joined
the British army for adventure, and to serve Queen and
country. However, as he prepared to go ashore in the
frozen, windswept Falkland Islands 8000 miles from
Britain, facing a well dug in, larger enemy force, he
understood at that moment that this was not for Queen
and Country. He was now fighting for his own life, and
the chance to see the sunrise once more. Follow this
young soldier as he endures the bitter cold and constant
air attack by a very determined Argentine enemy in the
Falklands war, to patrolling the brutally violent streets of
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Northern Ireland, where tragedy came from nowhere. If
you have ever wondered what our soldiers face in war
and how they keep going under the most arduous and
desperate conditions, then this book will tell you.
Reproduction of the original: The Humourous Story of
Farmer Bumpkin's Lawsuit by Richard Harris
The Victoria Cross is the most exclusive and prestigious
of all gallantry awards. In order to retain this exclusivity,
the standard of courage, endeavor or sacrifice required
for a recommendation to be accepted for the award of
the VC must be of the highest possible order. This has
meant that many extremely courageous acts have failed
to be rewarded with the VC, even though they appear to
be just as remarkable in the level of danger and daring
as some of those which were accepted for the medal.
The reason for this, is that the awarding of the VC,
indeed even the acknowledgment from a commanding
officer that an individual’s action merits submission to
the selection board, is entirely subjective. What one
general might consider to be of exceptional valor might
be regarded by another senior officer as merely a soldier
carrying out his duty. When Trooper Clement Roberts
rode into the thick of battle in South Africa to rescue a
young war reporter who had been thrown from his horse,
little did he know that he was saving the life of Britain’s
future wartime Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill.
Recommended for the VC, Roberts was eventually
awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal. Similarly,
following the airborne operation at Arnhem in the Second
World War, Captain Michael Dauncey was
recommended by three other officers for the award of the
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Victoria Cross. These appeals, however, were rejected.
The reasons behind the failure to award Lieutenant
Colonel Paddy Mayne, a member of 1st SAS Regiment,
the VC, despite repeated calls for his actions to be
recognized in such a manner, was the subject of an
Early Day Motion put before the House of Commons as
recently as June 2005. Following the airborne operation
at Arnhem in the Second World War, Captain Michael
Dauncey was recommended by three other officers for
the award of the Victoria Cross. These appeals,
however, were rejected. The reasons behind the failure
to award Lieutenant Colonel Paddy Mayne, a member of
1st SAS Regiment, the VC, despite repeated calls for his
actions to be recognized in such a manner, was the
subject of an Early Day Motion put before the House of
Commons as recently as June 2005. In this revealing
and unique analysis of actions that did not result in the
award of the VC, despite recommendations to this effect,
Brian Best has highlighted the uneven decisions made
throughout the decades and in campaigns around the
globe, that led to some men becoming national heroes
and others, equally courageous, being merely footnotes
in history.
Billie Templar desperately wants her dad to come home.
He's a soldier and has been away for seven weeks,
fighting for 'Queen and country' - but how can the two of
them possibly defend their four-year record of winning
the three-legged race at the school carnival if he's
thousands of miles away? Then, when one of the other
soldiers in Dad's regiment is seriously hurt, the stakes
get even higher. Billie needs her dad home, sharpish.
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There's only one person who can help - Her Majesty.
She's in charge of the army, right? She can send Dad
home! Billie tries to get inside Buckingham Palace to sort
it out, but it's not that easy. So, with the help of shy
Sarah and allergy-prone Jake, the school brass band
and a motley team of enthusiastic old-age pensioners,
Billie hatches a fool-proof plan to get the Queen to her
little village instead... Both laugh-out-loud funny and
utterly heart-wrenching, and featuring an unforgettable
cast of sweet, crazy characters, Billie's journey will have
you laughing and crying in equal measure.
The book provides highlights on the key concepts and
trends of evolution in Hero Epic of Ethnic Minority in
China, as one of the series of books of “China Classified
Histories”.

Spud Ely's soldering career in the Parachute
Regiment, the SAS, as a Military Consultant and as
a War Photojournalist has taken him in to some of
the most deadly, high-octane, violent battles of the
modern era. From the Falklands, to Africa,
Afghanistan and Iraq. Spud has been in the thick of
the most ferocious and disturbing fighting of modern
times. Much of the combat he was involved in was
so brutal and violent that it brought with it terrible and
enduring psychological scars for the men on the
front line. Since the end of the Falklands War more
men have committed suicide that were actually killed
in action. Spud has collected shocking testimonials
from his fellow Paras and SAS soldiers and, sparing
none of the gritty operational details, reveals exactly
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what these men when through and contributed to
some of them taking their own lives. Ely is renowned
as a man who will, quite literally, stop at nothing to
get the job done.
This book critically examines the significance of
gender, race and sexuality to wars waged by liberal
states. Drawing on original field-research with British
soldiers, it offers insights into how their everyday
experiences are shaped by, and shape, a politics of
gender, race and sexuality that not only underpins
power relations in the military, but the geopolitics of
wars waged by liberal states. Linking the politics of
daily life to the international is an intervention into
international relations (IR) and security studies
because instead of overlooking the politics of the
everyday, this book insists that it is vital to explore
how geopolitical events and practices are coconstituted, reinforced and contested by it. By
utilising insights from Michel Foucault, the book
explores how shared and collectively mediated
knowledge on gender, race and sexuality facilitates
certain claims about the nature of governing in liberal
states and about why and how such states wage war
against ‘illiberal’ ones in pursuit of global peace and
security. The book also develops post-structural
work in international relations by urging scholars
interested in the linguistic construction of geopolitics
to consider the ways in which bodies, objects and
architectures also reinforce particular ideas about
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war, identity and statehood.
Raffles and the Match-Fixing Syndicate is an
adventurous and often surprising ride through the
modern era of international cricket match-fixing.
Adam Corres has re-invented the characters
originally created by E.W. Hornung in 1899 and let
them run riot in a new world - the increasingly
decadent, dysfunctional and reliably unreliable
society that many of us already call home.
Understand and explore the world of the matchfixers; how it's done and how to spot their interfering
hand. Follow Raffles, a celebrated England cricketer
with an immaculate reputation, as he falls ever
further from grace in his fatal, relentless, addiction to
risk.
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